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He pilots the Lion FoldingZord and controls the element of fire. Jayden's Father passes the
torch to him until his Sister is ready. When Jayden was a boy, he was trained as a Samurai and
followed his father's advice, just as his father followed the advice of his own father Jayden's
grandfather , and so forth through the centuries. At some point during his childhood, both
Lauren and Jayden had to be separated just so Lauren can master the Sealing Symbol while
Jayden fills in as leader of the Samurai Rangers, before the battle to defeat Master Xandred.
Jayden's father hoped that even an imperfect seal would buy Lauren time to master the sealing
symbol while Jayden fills in as the Samurai Rangers latest leader until Lauren returns. Jayden
then gives him the Octozord, without Ji's knowledge, as a goodbye present. Jayden is first seen
battling the Nighloks on his own, then later gathering the rest of the Samurai Rangers. They
save the world for the first time by defeating Tooya. Jayden prefers to stay at the Shiba House
to train. As such he even missed one of the Rangers' day-offs, wanting to master the Beetle
Disc, while the other Rangers go to an amusement park. Soon after, he hesitates to use it
against Dreadhead , doubting that he has the power to do so. He later uses the Beetle Disc to
wield the Fire Smasher's cannon mode, having trained himself to exhaustion the night before,
trying to master the disc. Day Off While he leads his team, Jayden is keeping a secret from the
other Rangers, something that Negatron picks up on and hints at. A Fish Out of Water. Jayden
gives Kevin a solo mission to go find the elusive SwordfishZord before it disappears. Then, he
and the remaining Rangers try to fight Yamiror , but they are defeated by the Nighlock's bad
breath. Jayden tries to fight anyway and is nearly defeated until Kevin uses the Swordfish Disc
to heal the Rangers and negate the Nighlok's stink power. Mia and Jayden pretend to be the
marrying couple twice in order to find Dayu. There Go the Brides. When Madimot invades the
human world, he reveals that he took control of the Tiger Zord in the last battle with the team led
by Jayden's father. Jayden uses the 'resist' symbol to prevent Madimot from taking over him,
too. Jayden uses the 'resist' symbol power to free Kevin from Madimot's mind control. He then
uses the same symbol on the TigerZord, returning the Zord to the Rangers and giving Jayden a
new Zord in his arsenal. I've Got a Spell on Blue. Part of Jayden's secret is revealed eventually.
His father sealed Master Xandred away, but not permanently because he wasn't strong enough
and didn't master the symbol; Jayden is the same way so far. After a battle with Robtish ,
Jayden runs away deciding to fight the Nighlok on his own as to not let the others get hurt. Test
of the Leader. Jayden remembers how the others got hurt as he walks by a park. Seeing a
young boy crying, he approaches him. It's revealed that the boy misses his father, something
Jayden sympathizes with. As Jayden creates paper planes for the kids to play with, seeing a
future he hopes for with no Nighloks, Robtish returns and Jayden tries to fight him and his
Moogers. Soon the other Rangers find Jayden and help him defeat Robtish. Afterward, Jayden
realizes the importance of teamwork and soon returns to the Shiba house with the other
Rangers. Jayden's Challenge. After Jayden and his team defeat Rhinosnorus , Deker sees his
opportunity to challenge Jayden. Deker confronts Jayden and Antonio when the swarm of
Moogers enters the scene. Deker transforms into his Nighlok form and defeats the Moogers.
Knowing Jayden is still weak, Antonio tries to stop Deker, but he challenges Jayden to a
personal duel. Jayden says that he cannot accept the challenge, as he is a samurai who
protects the innocent. With this, Jayden accepts the challenge and is given twenty-four hours to
rest. Deker instructs Jayden to meet at the beach. Broken Dreams. The other Rangers discuss
Jayden's duel. Jayden informs his friends about the challenge. Kevin is furious about Jayden's
decision and fails to convince him to decline the challenge as a samurai does not fight
unnecessary battles. Mia stands up for Jayden and tells them that he doesn't have a choice. A
frustrated Jayden leaves the room to end the conversation. In the forest, Deker listens to Dayu's
crying. Kevin helps Jayden to train to prepare for his duel against Deker. The rest of the gang
drink tea in the dining room. In the morning, Jayden wakes up and heads outside, where his
friends give their blessings. Jayden hands leadership of the Samurai Rangers to Kevin and he
also gives Kevin the Tiger and Beetle discs in case they need to form the Megazord. Kevin leads
the Rangers into battle as Rhinosnorus begins his attack. The Rangers morph into action to
face off against the Nighlok. Jayden meets Deker at the beach and morphs. Red Ranger and
Deker face off in the ultimate duel. As the fight ensues, neither is able to gain the upper hand
and in a final move, Deker strikes Jayden critically, but Jayden drops the Spin Sword and grabs
it with his left hand, landing a slash on Deker. Deker feels honored from his defeat as he falls
from the cliff, presumably to his demise. An injured Jayden demorphs and takes in the fact that
he won. At the Shiba House, Jayden, now with a broken arm, thanks to Kevin for leading the
team as Antonio gets dinner for them. The Ultimate Duel. Super Samurai episode. Jayden and
his team also met powerful villains such as Serrator , who was too much for the Samurai
Rangers during their first encounter. It overpowered the Battlewing Megazord. It was only when
Antonio arrived, accidentally hit Serrator's left shoulder which was where Xandred hit him

during an argument. Antonio destroyed the Papyrox with his LightZord. He also gets the
Bullzooka. Along with the bull themed blaster and Zord, the guardian of the Bullzord, The Grand
Shogun , grants the Jayden and his original team power to the ancient Shogun Mode. When
Master Xandred returns, Jayden faces him, only to get severely injured by him. The Master
Returns. The Samurai Rangers discovered that all the attacks Serrator made were designed to
split open the Earth just so he can rule both Earth and the Netherworld. When he returned
Uramasa to Deker, he betrayed Serrator and let the Rangers finish Serrator once and for all.
Stroke of Fate. Lauren's timing is fortuitous, as Octoroo and Dayu have targeted Jayden and
injured him badly with fire meant for the Head of the Shiba House. Octoroo is surprised to learn
that the fire did not kill Jayden, as it would the Head of the Shiba House. Fight Fire with Fire
With Lauren back, Jayden, concerned for the loyalty of the team, says there can only be one
Red Ranger to lead the team. Jayden chooses to leave the Shiba House. He traveled to the
forest only to duel Deker again. After a long battle, Jayden manages to defeat Deker. With Deker
defeated, he rejoins the Rangers. Lauren hands back leadership to Jayden, and the team fights
Master Xandred for one last time. Jayden defeats him in Shogun Mode by striking Xandred's
white patch which was Xandred's only weakness after absorbing Dayu causing him to cry out
and explode. Before the rangers have time to celebrate, Xandred comes back as a mega
monster causing the Rangers to use their Zords to form the Samurai Gigazord. Xandred blasts
away the Gigazord piece by piece until it was only the Samurai Megazord which delivered a final
blow defeating Xandred once and for all. After the battle, the Rangers all go their separate ways,
with Jayden staying in the Shiba house. Jayden at Ernie's BrainFreeze. Jayden appears to the
Mega Rangers after they face defeat from Matacore. He shows up at Ernie's to talk to Troy , Jake
, and Noah. He tells them to get into their opponent's head - something he did back when he
was still a ranger. Before they can thank him, Jayden disappears. After seeing them victorious,
Jayden and Ji know that they are the right team to defend the Earth. Ji asks Jayden how the
froyo was, but he left and never got to try it, but guesses that it had to be better than Mia's
cooking. They then leave on motorcycles, leaving the Mega Rangers to carry out their mission.
Although he didn't meet Gia, she commented on how cute Jayden was, much to Jake's
annoyance. Samurai Surprise. Jayden in Legendary Battle among other Rangers. Jayden and
the other Samurai Rangers returned as part of the army of Legendary Rangers that helped the
Mega Rangers defeat the Armada once and for all, fighting in a huge battle against hundreds of
X Borgs and dozens of Bruisers. Legendary Battle. Like fellow Red Ranger Carter , Jayden is a
dedicated, regal leader. He is a man of few words, but when he speaks, every breath counts. He
is kind and caring but knows how to be firm when the time comes. He also has a secret that he
must keep from all the other Rangers. He will do anything to keep his friends and the innocent
out of harm's way; to this end, he initially refused to allow Antonio to join the team and even
attempted to leave the other Rangers and fight on his own. Eventually, Jayden learns to have
fun and not be so serious all the time, as when he helped Kevin cover Mike in bows and paper,
and hung a couple of ornaments from his ears. Christmas Together, Friends Forever. Samurai
Ranger Using his Samuraizer , Jayden morphs into his Ranger costume for close combat and
ground battles. To change modes he morphs his Spin Sword into the Mega Blade. The Rangers
can only access this mode one at a time. The resulting combo is a mix of both Mega and Super
modes. This mode allows him to fully utilize the unique weapon. The resulting combo is a mix of
both Mega and Shark Attack modes. A powerful armor with the Shogun Buckle. With the Shiba
Fire Disc "active" just used, regardless of who used it the Shogun Disc is then spun on the spin
sword, allowing access to Shogun Mode so that it can be in used in ground battle outside of the
Megazord or Zord cockpit. The Spin Sword is replaced with a Mega Blade. This mode appeared
during the first of Trickster's illusions. This mode does not power up nor power down Jayden.
This form is exclusive to SS Episode This key along with the majority of the Core Ranger Keys
are seen lining the Command Center's interior walls. This Charger was paired with the Turbo
Dino Charger. This will be a part of the upcoming Ninja Steel toyline and it's currently unknown
if it will have an in-show appearance. This will be a part of the upcoming Super Ninja Steel
toyline and it's currently unknown if it will have an in-show appearance. This wiki. This wiki All
wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Illusion Mode This
mode appeared during the first of Trickster's illusions. The Red Samurai Ranger Key. The
Legendary Battle: Extended Edition. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Close Menu. Under the guidance of their all-knowing mentor and the
aid of their devoted animal Zords, they battle the dark forces of the Netherworld and a
mysterious Warrior bent on destruction. More purchase options. By ordering or viewing, you
agree to our Terms. Sold by Amazon. Share Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb Lightbulb. Episodes
Related Details. Episodes 23 Sort by Episode number Newest episodes Available to watch. The
Team Unites. Subtitles Subtitles. Audio languages Audio languages. Mike figures out the hard

way what it means to be a Samurai Ranger after a Nighlok attacks him and his friends. Deal With
a Nighlok. The Rangers step in when a devious Nighlok tricks a young boy into giving up on his
baseball dreams. Day Off. Struggling to master a secret power disc, Jayden foregoes a trip with
the others to an amusement park where the rest of the team encounters the evil Nighlok
Dreadhead. When a Nighlok who uses insults as a physical weapon attacks the Rangers, only
Emily is unaffected. To help her teammates, she explains how difficult events in life become an
opportunity to grow stronger. A Fish Out of Water. Kevin is assigned the crucial task of
catching the elusive SwordfishZord in order to save the other Rangers who have been
incapacitated by the stench of the Nighlok Yamiror's breath. There Go the Brides. Dayu crosses
into the mortal world to cause misery by kidnapping brides on their wedding day. I've Got a
Spell on Blue. A Nighlok uses mind control powers to force Kevin to fight against his fellow
Rangers. Forest For the Trees. After Mike goes rogue in battle, Mentor takes Mike's Samuraizer
away until he learns a deeper lesson about the nature of the Green Ranger's Symbol Power.
Test of the Leader. A Nighlok is sent to stop the Red Ranger from using his special power to
seal Master Xandred in the Netherworld forever, but their duel is interrupted by the mysterious
Deker. Jayden's Challenge. Jayden leaves the Shiba house hoping to keep the other Rangers
out of harm's way, but when a powerful Nighlok attacks, Jayden finally accepts the fact that he
needs his team to fulfill his role as the leader of the Samurai Rangers. Unexpected Arrival. A
traveling fisherman named Antonio arrives and claims to be the sixth Samurai Ranger. Room for
One More. Jayden's childhood friend and self-made Samurai Antonio struggles to be accepted
by the team as the Gold Ranger. The Blue and the Gold. As Antonio attempts to gain Kevin's
respect as a true Samurai, Octoroo devises a plan to create a stronger portal between the
Netherworld and Earth via a secret ancient well. Team Spirit. The Rangers must defeat the evil
Splitface who steals people's spirits including the Yellow Rangers before the fall into an eternal
sleep. The Tengen Gate. Jayden is poisoned by Octoroo during his attempt to discover the Red
Ranger's sealing symbol, which can lock away Master Xandred forever. Boxed In. With Jayden
kidnapped by Deker, the other Rangers must summon the strength to fight a mutant Nighlok
without their leader. Broken Dreams. When the Gold and Pink Ranger fall under the spell of a
dream-inducing Nighlok, the other Rangers must enter the Dream World to save them. The
Ultimate Duel. The Rangers try to finish off the dream monster Rhinosnorus while Jayden and
Deker finally face off in their ultimate duel. Origins, Part 1. As invasions from the Netherworld
increase, the Red Ranger unites a new team of Samurai Rangers to meet the rising threat.
Origins, Part 2. As the teens continue their transition into their new secret lives as Samurai
Rangers, Emily reveals a surprising truth about herself. When a Nighlok attacks, the Rangers
combine their Zords to create the Samurai Megazord in order to defeat the monster. Party
Monsters. Halloween is every Nighlok's favorite day of the year so the creepiest creatures from
the Netherworld are just dying to get into the scariest party ever and trade war stories about
their battles with the Samurai Power Rangers. Clash of the Red Rangers. The Samurai Rangers
team up with the mysterious RPM Ranger Red to fight off dual threats from Master Xandred's
Mooger army and a robotic supervillain from the RPM Ranger's dimension, but when both Red
Rangers get struck with hypnobolts they turn against one another and the fate of the world
hangs in the balance. Christmas Together, Friends Forever. Twas the night before Christmas
and all through the Shiba House the teens reflect on their first year together as a team and as
friends, followed by a snowy Christmas morning that brings them an unexpected lesson about
the true spirit of the holidays. Customers who watched this item also watched. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. My son really likes Power Rangers. This series in particular seems to be
better than many of the other ones. I really like Power Rangers Samurai. I would recommend
this show to anyone who is a fan of Power Rangers. One person found this helpful. My boys 6
and 8 watch this during their spare time of not playing baseball, football, or whatever. For some
crazy reason this is "awesome" to them Glad they play sports more than they watch this though
My daughter his mother watched the original It's my Grandson, he is three, "his most favorite
show". My daughter his mother watched the original power rangers! Perfect for a 7 year old boy,
this was a treat for my grand nephew as I babysat him one day. Anything that will keep the
grand kids entertained for a while deserves a 5-star rating:. I give this show a five star rating for
a number of reasons. First, I used to watch this show as a youngster. I remember the pink
ranger was my first crush and was just so into the show. Second, my child absolutely loves
watching it. Yes, the story lines are terrible and the action is almost slap stick ridiculous, but it's

a great way to watch TV with my son and just mindlessly enjoy useless entertainment. Third, my
son now wants to take fencing classes. Not sure that's good for my wallet, but he'll enjoy
learning a discipline that will challenge his mind and body. So, for great personal reasons, I give
this a fiver. Best action scenes out of the lot. Kids prefer this story over any of the others. See
all reviews. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. After the water from the Sanzu River floods
our world, the Rangers must battle Master Xandred as he makes his last stand. When Serrator
asks Deker to fulfill the final piece of his destructive plans, Antonio begs Deker to reconsider
his role in the battle between humans and the Nighlok. Dayu makes the ultimate sacrifice;
Master Xandred returns to the surface; Jayden rejoins the team; Lauren tries to use the sealing
symbol. Check out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie
adaptations, and remakes currently in the works. Browse our picks. See the full gallery. Search
for " Power Rangers Samurai " on Amazon. Title: Power Rangers Samurai â€” Under the
guidance of their all-knowing mentor and the aid of their devoted animal Zords, they battle the
dark forces of the Netherworld and a mysterious Warrior bent on destruction. Written by
Anonymous. Okay, so lets get this out of the way, "Is this series stupid and corny like the last
10 Disney series? Fans of the original show, children, Super Sentai fans, and people who never
got into power rangers will absolutely LOVE this show!!! It has more mature themes while still
being accessible to the younger audience. Saban And Nickelodeon have really done a great job
to make this series as accessible, enjoyable, and just amazing as it could be. Unlike traditional
Power Rangers, Samurai takes it themes, story lines, and tone seriously, while keeping for the
most part, light hearted. The series actually follows the Japanese series Shinkenger quite well,
while changing things unfamiliar with the American audience, but still keeping a strong, well
maintained storyline. Check it out!!! Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page.
Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official
Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents
Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo
Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Episode Guide. Five
teenagers inherit samurai powers from ancient Japan to protect the world from an army of
monsters. Creator: Haim Saban. Stars: Alexander P. Added to Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes
S2. Error: please try again. Power Rangers. Power Rangers Over the Years. Power rangers.
Power Rangers Through The Years. Related Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a
registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Episodes Seasons. Edit Cast Serie
2006 dodge dakota service manual
volkswagen golfiv
2007 tahoe radio wiring diagram
s cast summary: Alexander P. Mentor Ji 46 episodes, Jeff Szusterman Farkas 'Bulk' Bulkmeier
42 episodes, Felix Ryan Spike Skullovitch 42 episodes, Kate Elliott Dayu 32 episodes, Steven
Skyler Deker 24 episodes, Derek Judge Edit Did You Know? Trivia Felix Ryan actually tried out
for the part of the Gold Ranger. Quotes Narrator : Centuries ago in Japan, Nighlok monsters
invaded our world, but samurai warriors defeated them with power symbols, passed down from
parent to child. Today the evil Nighlok have risen once again and plan to flood the earth.
Luckily, a new generation of heroes stand in their way. They are the Power Rangers Samurai.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Country: USA.
Language: English. Filming Locations: Auckland, New Zealand. Sound Mix: Stereo. Color:
Color. Edit page. Add episode. Clear your history. Mentor Ji 46 episodes, Farkas 'Bulk'
Bulkmeier 42 episodes, Spike Skullovitch 42 episodes, Dayu 32 episodes, Deker 24 episodes,

